Cornerstone Fellowship

Cornerstone Fellowship is a vital, vibrant church with five locations throughout the East Bay area — and plans for at least another five. Cornerstone Fellowship employs 80 full-time and 120 part-time personnel and involves hundreds of volunteers. While doing ministry work, staff and volunteers naturally incur expenses. To streamline and simplify the collection, approval, and repayment of those expenses, Cornerstone Fellowship selected Paramount WorkPlace Expense Management solution.

"Our goals were to make it fast and easy for folks to submit expenses and receive reimbursement and to become paperless in our payables department. We are achieving those goals. In addition, we have goals to grow our mission and remain good stewards of the resources that our congregation trusts us with. We’re accomplishing that with help of Paramount WorkPlace."

- Tina Danskin, Senior Finance Assistant

**Challenges**

- Credit card expense reconciliation manual and tedious
- Expense reports were largely manual and time consuming to create
- Expense reimbursement took too much time
- Lacked a complete and secure audit trail

**Requirements**

- Mobile expense capabilities
- Easy and intuitive to use
- Scalable to meet organization’s growth trajectory
- Integration with Microsoft Dynamics GP

**SOLUTION**

Paramount WorkPlace Expense Management solution, integrated with Microsoft Dynamics GP.

- Paramount WorkPlace is helping Cornerstone Fellowship reach its goals of providing a fast, easy, and accurate expense submittal and reimbursement process for its staff and volunteers.

**Benefits**

- Added additional locations without additional resources
- Staff can submit expense data via their mobile
- Approval process automated and shortened
- Complete audit trail provides security and accountability
- Gained insight into unposted expenses